
If it comes to safely and stylishly transporting your DJ equipment, the

Zomo Flightcase Set-30A9 Plus NSE is your first choice. Perfectly

designed, this set provides protection for two Pioneer DJ CDJ-3000

players and one Pioneer DJ DJM-A9 mixer, standing out with its

remarkable robustness. It withstands the toughest touring conditions

and effortlessly resists damage.

The high-quality black lacquered aluminum profiles and the

particularly sturdy ball corners not only offer amazing durability but

also create a professional and classy look. In addition, there is an

interior padding that protects your Pioneer DJ devices from any

damage, scratches, or negative influences and provides them with a

secure hold.

With its elegant and modern design in the dark black NSE (Night

Style Edition), this Pioneer DJ flight case is more than just a functional

accessory. It is a real eye-catcher. The user-friendly butterfly latches

ensure easy opening and closing, as well as a secure fit of the lid.

Impacts and scratches stand no chance against the sturdy

construction of this flight case made of laminated 9mm plywood.

With its removable lid and the extra wide pull-out laptop tray, the

Zomo Flightcase Set-30A9 Plus NSE is the perfect companion for any

DJ set, whether on tour or in the studio.

No matter where you are, the flight case set makes it easy for you to quickly and securely use your equipment. All you have to do is

open the lid and remove the front bar, and you're ready to rock your show. With the Zomo Flightcase, you're always ready to impress

the audience!
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PRODUCT DETAILS

KEY FEATURES

Customized Protection: This flight case is specifically designed for two Pioneer DJ CDJ-3000 players and one Pioneer DJ DJM-A9

DJ mixer, ensuring an optimal fit and protection.

Sturdy Construction: With its laminated 9mm plywood and extra strong black lacquered aluminum profiles, this flight case withstands

even the toughest conditions and is ideal for demanding tour use.

High-Quality Interior Padding: The flight case features excellent interior padding that protects your DJ equipment from damage,

scratches, and other negative influences.

Stylish Design: The flight case is part of Zomo's NSE (Night Style Edition) and impresses with its modern dark design that will surely

catch everyone's attention.

Butterfly Latches: The butterfly latches are user-friendly and ensure easy opening and closing of the flight case, as well as a secure

fit of the lid.

Removable Lid: The removable lid allows quick and easy access to your DJ equipment.

Portability: The integrated handles make it easy and convenient to transport the flight case.

Convenient Laptop Tray: A pull-out tray provides space for a laptop, which is particularly useful for live performances.

Optional Locking: The flight case can be locked with an optional padlock to provide additional security for your equipment.

SPECIFICATIONS

Suitable Devices 2x Pioneer DJ CDJ-3000 and 1x Pioneer DJ DJM-A9

Integrated pull-out tray for notebooks

Exterior Material 9mm plywood

Color Black NSE (Night Style Edition)

External Dimensions 1235 (Width) x 588 (Depth) x 220 (Height) mm
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